ESG tools and
guides you can use
Environmental, social, and governance issues are increasingly present
in every industry and every region of the world. Our cross-functional
teams of lawyers continually create new tools to help clients navigate
this complex environment, including:
ESG resources for current trends, laws,
and regulations
ESG covers a wide-ranging series of issues that are
being addressed by governments and the private
sector alike at a rapid pace. We’ve created a series
of guides and references to help you stay on top of
the trends, laws, and regulations that are impacting
businesses around the world.
• Find it here: ESG 2021 Trends Guide,
ESG Laws and Regulations Guide, ESG Laws
and Regulations Reference Table

Crisis Leadership
Crises often arise without warning, putting it all on
the line. And particularly when you’re dealing with
ESG issues, getting ahead of the crisis is key. We’ve
created a free online resource portal with an online
quiz to assess how prepared your organization
is to handle a large-scale crisis and also included
some basic tools to help you prepare. You can also
explore information related to shoring up your
business on our app.
• Find it here: Portal, app

ESG 360° Assessment

ESG Global Vision

We use our ESG 360° Assessment tool to support
clients in meeting their ESG commitments and
driving strong commercial performance. The tool
examines who you are, your ESG commitments,
and how you deliver on these commitments
by assessing all aspects of your brand, business
integrity and corporate governance. Based on our
assessments, we recommend ways in which your
legal framework could be optimised to deliver
positive impacts and sustainable returns whilst
mitigating risks.

Use our free, interactive, online guide for a countryby-country breakdown of the global laws and
regulations that impact doing business in each
jurisdiction.

• Find it here: Tool overview

• Find it here: ESG Global Vision

Energy Transition

Sustainable Financing and Investing

Energy transition is affecting all our clients -- not
just those traditionally active in the energy sectors.
Our new Energy Transition Handbook provides a
roadmap of considerations and approaches all
companies need to bear in mind as we navigate
through the challenges and opportunities.

Our Impact Financing & Investing mission is to
deliver innovative, efficient and scalable solutions
to the challenges facing the impact economy
and create strong, strategic partnerships and
collaborations to drive change, develop the market
and mobilize capital.

• Find it here: Energy Transition Handbook flyer,
Request a handbook

• Find it here: Impact brochure, Engage interface

ESG issues for Consumer companies
Freshly updated for 2021, the Consumed ESG
guide addresses issues of particular concern to
Consumer companies.
• Find it here: Guide

ESG issues for Real Estate companies
In this video, our partners take a deep dive into ESG,
exploring what it means for Real Estate companies
and how the growing interest in ESG and ESG
requirements are set to affect us all.

ESG issues for UK 2030
ESG issues create one of the three key arms of the
UK 2030 program. Our program and resources are
evolving alongside governmental and business
developments to help any organization doing
business in the UK to navigate the opportunities
and changes.
• Find it here: Webpage, event recording

ESG Strategic Alliance Agreement

Jointly produced by Hogan Lovells and the World
Forum Offshore Wind, this guide provides a
comprehensive review of the public and regulatory
framework conditions of worldwide offshore wind
power markets.

If you’re working with a client that is eager to drive
ESG, consider using our Strategic Alliance Agreement.
The agreement is an innovative adaptation of our
traditional firm/client relationships that facilitates
mutually driven ESG impacts on an aligned basis . It
moves the client relationship from “buyer-supplier”
to alliancing and builds sticky relationships around
core values. It includes an optional pricing ratchet on
HL’s fees to show we are prepared to “back up” our
impact commitments in areas of key importance to
the client.

• Find it here: Guide

• Find it here: Alliance Agreement

• Find it here: Video

Offshore wind worldwide
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